We present multi-color photometric observations for two neglected near-contact binaries, IZ Mon ( = P 0 . 77980
). By the aid of the updated W-D analysis code, the photometric solutions were deduced from the multi-color light curves (LCs). IZ Mon is a semi-detached binary with a mass ratio of ( ) =  q 0.388 0.002 , while AR Dra is a detached star with a mass ratio of ( ) =  q 0.652 0.002 . The asymmetric LCs of IZ Mon were modeled by a hot spot on the secondary's surface, which may be attributed to mass transfer from the primary. Based on all collected eclipse times for two systems, we constructed their timing residual curves. The orbital period for IZ Mon may be continuously decreasing at a rate of ( ) = - -dP dt 2.06 0.04 days yr 1 , which may result from mass and angular momentum loss from the central system. For AR Dra, there exists a cyclic variation with a period of ( ) =  P 104.9 2.9 yr 3 due to light-time orbit effect via the presence of the third body, whose mass is more than ) as a variable star, whose coordinations were identified by Kinnunen & Skiff (2000) . It was classified to be an EB-type binary, whose visual magnitude is from 11 . 90 m to 12 . 60 m (Kukarkin et al. 1971 ). An orbital period for this star was determined to be 0 . 7798  ¢  64 51 27. 57) was discovered by Strohmeier (1959a) . Its color index is -= + B V 0.53 (Koch 1974) . Hill et al. (1975) gave a spectral type of F5V. Based on photographic eclipsing times, Strohmeier (1959b) (Kreiner 2004) . The photoelectric observations in BV bands were obtained by Broglia & Conconi (1979) . Based on normal points in B and V bands, they derived a detached configuration for an assumed mass ratio of 0.75 (Brancewicz & Dworak 1980 ). There exists a small seasonal change in the LCs between 1976 and 1977, whose intrinsic variability may be attributed to the activity in this binary.
In present work, two near-contact binaries (NCBs), IZ Mon and AR Dra, are photometrically observed. New photometric data are presented in Section 2. Orbital period studies and light-curve analyses are given in Sections 3 and 4. In the last section, we interpreted the period variations and discussed the possible evolutionary states of two systems.
OBSERVATIONS
CCD Photometry for IZ Mon and AR Dra, was acquired using the 60 cm telescope (Yang 2009 ) and the 85 cm telescope (Zhou et al. 2009 ) at the Xinglong station (XLs) of National Astronomical Observatories of China (NAOC). Two telescopes are equipped with the standard Johnson-Cousins UBVR I c c filters. Data reduction was performed by the aperture photometry package IRAF in a standard fashion. We then obtained the individual observations as heliocentric Julian dates and differential magnitudes (i.e., HJD versus Δm), which are listed in Table 1 .
The complete LCs for IZ Mon were obtained on 2009 January 20, 22, 24, 25, and 26, and March 1, using the 85 cm telescope. The comparison and check stars are TYC748-849-1 and TYC784-821-1, respectively. The exposure times are fixed to be 20, 15, and 15 s for BVR bands, respectively. The 1σ errors for the photometric bands are 0 . 008 
ORBITAL PERIOD STUDIES
From our observations, several light minimum times for IZ Mon and AR Dra were determined by means of a parabolic fitting method. Table 2 tabulates these individual data and their errors. For IZ Mon and AR Dra, all available light minimum times are accumulated and listed in Tables 2 and 3, in order to study period variations. In the fitting process for the (O−C) curves, weights 1 and 1000 are assigned to "p/vi/pg" and "pe/CCD" data 3 for the differential measured methods.
IZ Mon
From the early eclipsing times of IZ Mon, Wood & Forbes (1963) obtained a cubic ephemeris with period increasing. Due to short baseline and large noise for minimum times, this result did not reveal the true period changes. We collected 57 light minimum times, including 24 plate, 11 visual, 1 photographic, 3 photoelectric, and 19 CCD measurements. By using Kreiner et al.ʼs (2001) we then computed the initial residuals, (O−C) i , which are listed in Table 3 , and shown in the upper panel of Figure 3 . From this figure, a long gap occurs from 1950 to 2001, except for two data, i.e., HJD 2442450.298 (Diethelm 1975) and HJD2447914.386 (Kohl 1990) . However, there evidently exists a secular period decrease. A linear least-squares fitting method yields a quadratic ephemeris as follows, , where P is the period of the binary in units of days. The calculated curve from Equation (2) is plotted as a solid line in its upper panel, which gives a good fit for data.
AR Dra
For another binary, AR Dra, we accumulated a total of 124 light minimum times (i.e., 14 plate, 70 visual, 13 photoelectric, and 27 CCD ones), which are listed in Table 3 . With the one can compute the initial timing residuals, (O−C) i , which are listed in Table 4 , and shown in the upper panel of Figure 4 . Considered a continuous period variation, the eclipse timing residuals were fitted by the following parabolic curve,
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Equation (2) is plotted as a dotted line in its upper panel. From this figure, the quadratic curve evidently deviates from the general trend. Therefore, we assumed the parabola of Equation (2) as a part of the sinusoidal curve. Using a nonlinear least-squared fitting method, we yielded the following formula, After being removed from Equation (5), the final timing residuals, i.e., ( ) -O C f , are listed in Table 4 and shown in the lower panel of Figure 4 . In the upper panel of Figure 4 , Equation (5), as a solid line, fits photoelectric/CCD data fairly well though the early low-precision data and the early timings have such large scatter. The modulated period for this oscillation is ( ) =  P 104.9 2.9 yr 3 , which is longer than the observed time span (i.e.,~80 yr). This case is similar to the previously studied binary WY Tau (Yang 2009 ). The true period variation for AR Dra may be needed to further check in the future. Diethelm (1975) , (4) Kohl (1990) , (5 absolute parameters from spectral type or color index. The mass ratios were searched from LCs. Certainly, the validity of solutions are identified by radial velocity curves for two binaries. The gravity-darkening exponents, b = g 4 , are adopted to be 1.0 for stars with radiative envelopes (von Zeipel 1924) and 0.32 for stars with convective envelopes (Lucy 1967 
IZ Mon
From the 2MASS survey (Cutri et al. 2003) , the color index is ( ) -= +  J H 0.037 0.024 , approximately corresponding to a spectral type of A2/3 (Cox 2000) . Therefore, we adopted an effective temperature of ( ) =  T 8500 210 K 1 for the primary component. We began the LC fitting experiments in Mode 2, but found that a semi-detached configuration with the primary filling its Roche lobe (i.e., Mode 4). A series of tried solutions were carried out for some fixed mass ratios from 0.34 to 0.70. The resulting relation between ( ) So c i 2 (i.e., the resulting sum of weighted square deviations) and q is plotted in the left panel of Figure 5 . We reached the minimum residuals at q=0.38, which is then taken as an initial value for modeling LCs. After some iterations, we obtained the photometric solution (i.e., Sol.1), which is listed in Table 5 . From Figure 1 , there exists a small hump in the first maxima, which may result from magnetic activity of the cool component or mass transfer from the primary component. In the following section, we calculated the mean subsurface magnetic field strength of ( ) =  B 58.0 1.5 kG 2 (seen from the mechanism of magnetic activity in Section 5). So we remove this mechanism. Then we assumed a hot spot on the equator of the secondaryʼs surface (i.e., the colatitude of f =  90 ). The free parameters are extended to include the mass ratio of q, and the other three hot spot parameters (i.e., longitude θ, angular radius γ, and temperature factor T T s ). We then derived the final photometric elements (i.e., Sol.2), which are given in Table 5 . As illustrated in Figure 1 , the theoretical LCs are computed from Sol.1 and Sol.2 as solid and dotted lines. There exists a small scatter of occuring LCs in B and R bands, which may result from the simultaneous solution from three bands. The asymmetrical LCs may result from mass transfer from the hot component through the inner Langrangian point onto the surface of the cool component, and thus it causes additional light near phase 0.25 (Shaw 1994) . This case occurs in other NCBs, such as, BL And (Zhu & Qian 2006) and GO Cyg (Ulaş et al. 2012 ).
AR Dra
From the BV LCs (i.e., LC 2 ), Broglia & Conconiʼs (1979) suggested that AR Dra is a detached binary. It may be unreliable to assume a mass ratio of 0.75 from seasonal normal points. This situation occurs in another previously studied binary FR Ori (Yang et al. 2014) . Based on its spectral type of F5V, the mean effective temperature of Star 1 was adopted as = T 6550 K 1 (Harmanec 1988) . The "q-search" process was performed from our BVR observations (i.e., LC 1 ) and Broglia & Conconiʼs (1979) data (i.e., LC 2 ), respectively. The tried solutions identified that AR Dra is a detached binary. The -S q curves are shown in Figure 5 , in which the minimum values of ( ) So c i 2 are achieved around q=0.65. Finally, we derived two sets of photometric elements (i.e., Sol.1 from LC 1 and Sol.2 from LC 2 ), which are listed in Table 5 . Figure 2 displays the computed LCs as solid lines, which give good fits for observations. The mass ratio of ( ) =  q 0.652 0.002 ph is smaller than the assumed value of 0.75 (Broglia & Conconi 1979) . The inner critical potentials are W = 3.1578 in at q=0.652 from LC 1 and W = 3.1632 in at q=0.655 from LC 2 , respectively. From Table 5 , the modified dimensionless surface potential, W 1,2 , is larger than, or near to, the inner critical potential. Therefore, the primary component lies inside its Roche lobe, while the secondary component is near its Roche lobe.
DISCUSSIONS
From the spectral type of F5V for AR Dra (assumed with an error of a subclass), the mass of the primary is adopted to be . By the aid of photometric elements, we approximately determined other absolute parameters, which are listed in Table 6 . The massluminosity diagram for NCBs is shown in Figure 6 , in which the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) and terminal-age main sequence (TAMS) lines are plotted by the binary-star evolution code (Hurley et al. 2002) . Two components for AR Dra is located above the ZAMS line. While, both components for IZ Mon lie around the ZAMS line. This implies that IZ Mon may be situated at the semi-detached stage of the thermal relaxation oscillation (Lucy 1976; Robertson & Eggleton 1977; Webbink 2003) .
Given the non-conservative evolution, the period changes for close binaries should generally result from the net effect of mass transfer between components, mass loss, and angular momentum loss by magnetic stellar wind. Tout & Hall (1991) gave the following relation,˙( where R A , a, and Mare the Alfvén radius, the separation between both components, and the total mass of the binary system. Three terms of Equation (6) represent mass loss, mass transfer, and angular momentum loss, respectively. Considering the primary fills its Roche lobe for IZ Mon,Ṁ 2 in the second term is replaced by-
, Equation (6) may be simplified into the following formula,˙˙(
Inserting the related parameters ofṖ M q , ,
1
, and P into Equation (7), we can compute the mass-loss rate oḟ
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1 . With the period decreasing, the orbit will be shrinking. If two components are close enough to come into contact, IZ Mon will become an A-type W UMa system (Bradstreet & Guinan 1994) .
For the previous analyses, AR Dra is a detached NCB, whose components do not fill their Roche lobes. Three mechanisms of Equation (6) could not cause the orbital period to increase. Therefore, it is acceptable for the cyclic variation to fit the (O−C) curve. For the late-type binary, the magnetic activity cycles of one or two components may result in the observed oscillations (Applegate 1992) . The variations of the gravitational quadrupole moment are computed by a relation of , which are evidently larger than the typical value, i.e., several kGs (Lanza & Rodonò 2002) . Then, the cyclic magnetic activity of both components may not work, which results in the small hump of LCs. Therefore, Applegateʼs (1992) mechanism may become invalid in this system.
Another possible mechanism is light-time orbit effect due to the third body (Irwin 1952) . By the known equation, we can calculate its mass function of 
, which corresponds to a spectral type of M3 (Harmanec 1988) . The light-time effect is accompanied by changes of the systemic radial velocity of the eclipsing pair. Its semi-amplitude can be computed by the following equation (Mayer 1990 , and P 3 are in -km s 1 , days, and years, respectively. Using the fitted parameters of Equation (5), we can obtain the value of
, which is sufficiently large for the present-day spectroscopy to reliably resolve. This may provide the existence of a tertiary companion through observing the variation of the systemic velocity of the 
Note. * "a" refers to the separation between both components. binary due to the reflex motion. Moreover, the additional companion may extract angular momentum from the central system. With two components evolving, they will fill their Roche lobes. Finally, these kinds of binaries, such as AR Dra, will come into contact through magnetic braking. In future work, high-precision spectroscopy and photometry for two binaries are needed in order to obtain radial velocities and new LCs, so we can determine the absolute parameters and identify the period variations. 
